Cheri’ane - The Big Rattle
Chapter 1
Lisa swiftly sprinted out of her small, cramped flat and out onto the street. Her bright blonde hair flowing behind
her bright hot pink gym suit. This was Lisa’s routine every Tuesday. Running to the two o’clock gym session (which
she always was about fifteen minutes late for!), going to crussh with Stephen – her friend, her very best friend since
primary school and onwards and just go back home and chill out.
Chapter 2
Once Lisa managed to reach the aqua gym (also managing t run out of breath) she spotted Stephen who was leaning
on the gym wall. He was wearing a baggy black and blue Adidas tracksuit with too big, clompy black and blue Adidas
shoes too. “Lisa! What took you so long to run here?! You only live two streets away and I live seven and it still took
you forever to get here!” Stephen yelled in a frustrated tone.
“I know...I know...I-It’s just that...umm....yeah,”Lisa shyly said.
“Yes you were going to say?” Stephen said scared but excited

motioning his hand in a floppy semi-circle.

“We need to get to studio two! “Yelled Lisa blatantly lying.
“Hmm...Suspicious...”Whispered Stephen getting more and more suspicious.
Chapter 3
After the two had signed in and walked into studio two, everyone was warming up. They were doing some simple,
easy splits. Then they started doing handstands but strangely everyone kept on falling over. After four or five tries of
doing handstands no one could do them. So the gym instructor, Mark gave everyone a five minute break.
“Why does everyone keep on falling over? It’s weird” Asked Stephen, confused.
“I don’t know, somethings up with everyone today” Lisa replied back.
“Right everyone back to work!” Shouted Mark (in an Australian accent) at people sucking on the tips of their bottles.
“Just you wait and see there may be a surprise in store...”Whispered Stephen in a sly voice.
Chapter 4
So this time everyone tried doing the handstands again. Everyone was now able to do them. ”Weee! This is so much
easier now!” Lisa ecstatically yelled flipping over and over.
“Wow! What’s that? I-I-I just... felt a...tremor!” Shouted Stephen running into corners trying to find a hideout.
“Everyone! Watch out! Nooo!!!”Stephen shouted scarcely.
A huge crack bolted across the aerobics studio’s vinyl floor and left the studio swaying violently “Grab something!”
Lisa screamed out to everyone.
CRASH!!

Chapter 5
The whole building fell lopsided like a fallen lampshade and everyone tumbled over like bouncy balls lifelessly rolling.
“Get into the secret bunker everyone!” Shouted Mark who was being very quiet.
Mark led everyone to the secret, dusty bunker and everyone lowered themselves in. Everyone gashed heads against
each other but was luckily safe. The dramatic rattles of the earthquake rattled the shaky bunker.
Chapter 6

After hours of squatting in the dark, eerie bunker, the earthquake was still booming but still yet to come. It was
shaking like china glass rattling on brown, wooden cupboards. The split in the floor of the gym carved by the
powerful magic of nature had opened up a whole new world of shimmering pillars and arches. An unknown world. A
secret adventure had waited upon them all. The earthquake was wounding its way over. In the midst Lisa heard a
faint carol near to the crack. Strangely, there was a bright, blinding gold shimmer. Funnily enough, Stephen had
heard too. He bravely climbed out of the foggy, stinky bunker (which smelt very metally and musky) and lowered
himself into the rocky, tight plastering.
“Noo! Stephen! What are you doing?!You could injure yourself and we don’t want that!” Said Mark now starting to
heavily worry upon Stephen.
“Don’t tell me abo-!”Stephen echoed.
“Aahhh!”
Chapter 7
“Oh no! Oh no! STEPHEN!!!!!”Yelled Lisa, her voice lingering around the hollow crack.
There was no reply back from the crack where Stephen had climbed into (well... technically fell if I do say so myself).
‘I need to be brave and go down there to save Stephen!’ Lisa thought trying to encourage herself.
‘Right I’m going down there whether I come out of there or not! This is for Stephen!
‘3...2...1...Zoop!’
Chapter 8
“Wow! Look at this place!” Lisa softly said.
“Lisa!”
“Stephen!”
“This place is awesome!” Echoed Stephen excitedly.
“Yeah!”Lisa replied back.
“I knew about this earthquake...Steve...”Lisa whispered.
“This was meant to be our destiny!” Stephen yelled jumping up and down.
“Yes this was our planned wedd“Wedding?!” Stephen exclaimed shocked.
“Umm...yes...”Lisa softly said speaking lower as she got further.
Two months later...
Chapter 9
“I’m sooo excited!” Yelled Lisa ecstatically.
“Same!” Stephen replied back.
“Let’s go!” Lisa and Stephen both shouted in unison, excited.
And they all lived happily ever after

